Heike Neumeister
“Zartweiß ”
„ Don’t move
Let the wind talk.
This is paradise.“
(Ezra Pound)

Sometimes places are attached to memories, as if something of our thoughts, hopes and sensations
would attach to things. Our memory is almost not capable to capture the sensitive nature of a distinct
location where the sensation of this experience was explored and it can be revisited again. The
hovering, almost achromatic color-spaces of Heike Neumeister’s paintings have something of this
vagueness. The stillness of her latent paintings leaves traces, sets gestures.
According to Heidegger, technique is not purpose but allows for disclosure, that is recognition. In
focus is the expressive, always remaining abstract signature of the artist.
Heike studied painting at the Art Student's League of New York, a renowned Institute able to look
back to big Names like Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko or Roy Lichtenstein.
The texture of her work determines the artistic illumination; elimination and glaze suggest an area
drawn by time. The gently insured skins of the paintings, with an aesthetic weight on periphery and
randomness, appear intangible yet still as if accumulated naturally. Every point, every spot, every
empty spot generates a subtle tension, creates a dialog with other parts of the painting or a separation
- artistic elements coagulate to be abstract symbols within open rules and stretch a fascinating net of
references on the bright ground of materials.
Her paintings deal with what is underneath the skin and maintain a fragile balance between almost
nothing and nothing. Her wasteful white leaves nothing undone and takes nothing beforehand: the
secret of her tension is in the vagueness. Neumeister directs the attention to an inner vision bursting
with reality. Therefore she poetizes things forgotten and rescues things lost. Her compositions
emerged at different locations, often by the ocean, near the coast or on islands during temporary
visits. Are they memories? Perhaps. Yet they don't tell us how it could have been there.
The artist has found an own, freely fluctuating language. Handmade Japanese paper, masonite and
canvas are the supporting mediums, mostly the square is the module. Neumeister's abstract
landscapes seem to be prevailed by centrifugal power and seem mysterious. Words appear within and
never are fully readable. Gentle tones of white scatter light, density and volume of scratched
drawings comes forward from time to time. White is an active size in the artist's work, it blurs and
disperses dynamically colorful traces that vaguely drift to the edges and quietly slip away. White
defines the aesthetic of the beginning, of the purity, of the immaterial and is the color of cosmic
dissolution of the light, of the nothing.
Layer by layer Heike Neumeister builds painting ground as if she intents to secure the traces of the
act of painting. Often a found object is related to the experience - the gaze onto a Nautilus, a note of
University years, blossoms of a rose or even mud from the depth of the ocean - triggering the
moments for composition. Her paintings are entitled "Nine Islands", "Bones" or "Pesce Japonese"
and visualize a process of building and extinguishing shape as well as blooming and becoming silent.

Rarely the skin of the painting appears ripped open, it seems injured in a different way - the wounds
come from the inside. The found objects submerge in the act of painting - Neumeister's white tones
are active forces, flush, flow and erase.
The artist is stimulated by interferences. She uses the entire spectrum of painterly expression, works
with mixed media, spatula, spray, and concealing lines allow novelty to arise. Restless warning signs,
escaping, vibrant, ascending, falling forms penetrate the compositions. They are dynamic lines that
unload from flowing movements. Active and contemplating zones play into one another and let the
painting illuminate it self. In some works the direction of movement is resolved in an unsettling way,
very delicate transparence stands near formations of pressing density. Circulatory movements mark
changing positions of strength and weakness. Color flows softly over the painting surface, penetrates
and opens up. Cracked surfaces awake the impression of sensitivity. Static does not exist.
Some forms are created by paint being removed, just as if she wants to depict the structure of
decomposition. The color applied delicately seems to be moving within itself, suggesting the
imagination of time and energy, escaping rhythm and circulating concentration. They are paintings
that express the momentum of artistic consciousness.
She entitles her paintings "Waypoints", "Mars and Venus", "Echo", "Reef" - not the typical lack of
ideas ("untitled") used by abstract expressionists. They have a clear, insisting presence and are free of
narration. Inside them, the painting becomes a form of itself.
Neumeister's image space does not tolerate interpretation. Always it seems, something is omitted,
blurred, but just as much as the invisible that supposed to veil is there and visible. The action of
painting oscillating between holding on and letting go - does not reveal the symbol. It escapes,
enhancing itself mysteriously in its subtle affect.
The artist travels much to explore and translate the boundlessness of space in a sensible way into the
language of luminous painting. Her visual world is similar to the realm of a dream or memory in
motion - often shifting its center. Artistic activity proves itself in Heike Neumeister's oeuvre as a selfreflexive gathering of evidence - as if the tender glazes lay on the memories that slip away like a veil,
as if her paintings are instruments of the preservation of time.
Centrifugal force and pull celebrate in Neumeister's paintings, while the world is reconstructed and
freely invented at the periphery, a "soft-white" revival. With a poetic language she cautiously explores
dimension of the unknown. With only few but effective media the artist succeeds the focus of the
immaterial, the fixation of what slipped away. The actual mystery that her work refers to is what
counts; it is what is not shown.
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